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Introduction
• In earlier research, we showed: 

• What fraction of DNS resolvers have problems 
with fragmentation [ComMag14] 

• To what extent the then current population of 
DNSSEC-signed domains can be abused in 
amplification attacks [IMC14] 

• Problems are linked to DNSSEC response size, 
due to the inclusion of signatures and keys

• Arguably, the root cause is use of RSA as ‘default’ 
algorithm



Solution: ECC?

• Using signature schemes based on Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography solves both issues [CCR15] 

• ECC schemes generally have (much) smaller 
keys and signatures 

• So why not switch to ECC immediately?



Solution: ECC?
• To quote RFC 6605:  
 
“[…] validating RSA signatures is 
significantly faster than validating ECDSA 
signatures (about 5 times faster in some 
implementations)” 

• This potentially means switching to ECC pushes 
problems to the edge of the network!

As we will see later,
this is optimistic…

Goal of this study:  
How does this impact validating DNS resolvers?



• Intuition: we can predict the number of signature 
validations (Sv) based on the number of 
outgoing queries from a resolver (Q)
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• The resolver will likely not receive a response to 
every query it sends, therefore we record (1) the 
the number of queries (Q) and responses (R)
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• Not every response contains signatures. Therefore, 
we record (2) the number of responses 
containing signatures (Rs)
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• Not every response contains the same number of 
signatures, therefore, we record (3), the number of 
signatures per response (S)
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• Not every signature needs to be validated (e.g. 
because of caching). Therefore, we record (4) the 
number of signatures that are validated (Sv)



Methodology

• Intuition: we can predict the number of signature 
validations (Sv) based on the number of 
outgoing queries from a resolver (Q)
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We do not measure the number of 
queries from clients, as this will vary  

strongly between resolvers!



Measurement setup
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Observed behaviour

• Intuition: a linear model can predict Sv from Q
Rs
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots showing the relationships between measured variables

period. The axes show the average parameter value per second
over 2-minute time slots. From top-left to bottom-right, plot
(a) shows the relation between Q and R. Plot (b) shows the
relation between R and Rs. Plot (c) shows the values for Rs

and S. Finally, plot (d) shows the data for S and Sv .
The plots suggest a linear relationship between each pair of

variables, in other words, they suggest that each function fn

is of the form fn = ax+ b. The plots also illustrate that this
relationship is weakest for f2, the relationship between R and
Rs. This can be explained by three intuitions based on the fact
only a fraction of domains worldwide are DNSSEC-signed:

1) Query name popularity among clients influences this
relationship; if more popular names are DNSSEC-signed,
then the fraction of responses that contain signatures (Rs)
will tend to be higher. This can be expected to vary
between resolvers that have (partially) different client
populations, and thus different query name popularity
distributions. The resolver we used to develop our model,
r1. . . r3 have different (albeit partially overlapping) client
populations. As Figure 5b shows, they also have differing
values for Rs versus R.

2) DNSSEC-deployment across the Internet changes over
time. This means that Rs will vary over time. Given
current DNSSEC deployment trends, Rs will tend to grow
over time. We will exploit this fact later when evaluating
future DNSSEC deployment scenarios.

3) Query name popularity among clients varies over time;
this can be explained in two ways. First, user behaviour
varies during the day (with different interests at different
times of day). Second, the distribution of client types
varies during the day; automated systems tend to be active
all day long, whereas human users tend to show diurnal
behaviour (more activity during the day, less during the
night). This can be seen in Figure 5b as a larger variability
in Rs versus R than for the other measured relations.

Given that the plots suggest linear relationships between
the variables, we define our model to be a set of parametrised
linear functions f1. . . f4 specified below:

f1 : R = r̄Q + �1 f3 : S = s̄Rs + �3

f2 : Rs = ↵sR + �2 f4 : Sv = ↵vS + �4

with:
r̄ - the average number of responses per query.
↵s - the fraction of responses with signatures.
s̄ - the average number of signatures per response.
↵v - the fraction of signatures that is validated.

These functions can then be combined to give the whole
function f that describes the model:

f : Sv = aQ+ b

a = ↵v s̄↵sr̄

b = ↵v(s̄(↵s�1 + �2) + �3) + �4

Finally, to use the model, the four parameters r̄, ↵s, s̄

and ↵v need to be estimated. We do this by performing
linear regression on the measurement data obtained for each
of the four parameters. Two approaches for linear regression
were considered. The first approach, Simple Linear Regression
(SLR), fits a straight line through a set of points, such that the
sum of the squared residuals (the distance between a point
and the fitted line) is minimized. Although SLR will have the
smallest overall error, it is susceptible to outliers. As Figure 5
shows, all four measured variables have some outliers. For this
reason, we also considered a second approach, the Theil-Sen
Estimator [12], [13], which is robust in the presence of outliers.
Comparison of the fit for both approaches shows negligible
differences between both approaches. Therefore, we chose to
use the simplest approach, SLR, for the final model.

C. Model Validation

Before the model is used to analyse the impact of ECC
signature validation on DNS resolvers, the predictive qualities
of the model need to be validated first. In order to do this, we
evaluate four criteria:

I. The model works for different DNS resolver implementa-
tions.

II. The model has stable properties over time; in particular,
the values of r̄, s̄ and ↵v remain relatively stable over
longer periods of time and only ↵s varies significantly as
time progresses (as explained in the previous subsection).

III. The model works for different client populations (i.e. for
different operational DNS resolvers).

IV. The model is a good predictor of observed data.
Only if all four criteria are met can the model be used

to make meaningful predictions about the number of signa-
ture validations required in future scenarios (where DNSSEC
deployment grows). Each criterion is evaluated separately in
the paragraphs below. Live data from four production DNS
resolvers was used for the evaluation. Table I characterises
each resolver in terms of estimated client population size and
average, peak and minimum workload. Resolvers r1. . . r3 (also
used for the initial model development discussed in the pre-
vious subsection) are operated by SURFnet3. These resolvers
are open for use by around 200 organisations (universities,
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period. The axes show the average parameter value per second
over 2-minute time slots. From top-left to bottom-right, plot
(a) shows the relation between Q and R. Plot (b) shows the
relation between R and Rs. Plot (c) shows the values for Rs

and S. Finally, plot (d) shows the data for S and Sv .
The plots suggest a linear relationship between each pair of

variables, in other words, they suggest that each function fn

is of the form fn = ax+ b. The plots also illustrate that this
relationship is weakest for f2, the relationship between R and
Rs. This can be explained by three intuitions based on the fact
only a fraction of domains worldwide are DNSSEC-signed:

1) Query name popularity among clients influences this
relationship; if more popular names are DNSSEC-signed,
then the fraction of responses that contain signatures (Rs)
will tend to be higher. This can be expected to vary
between resolvers that have (partially) different client
populations, and thus different query name popularity
distributions. The resolver we used to develop our model,
r1. . . r3 have different (albeit partially overlapping) client
populations. As Figure 5b shows, they also have differing
values for Rs versus R.

2) DNSSEC-deployment across the Internet changes over
time. This means that Rs will vary over time. Given
current DNSSEC deployment trends, Rs will tend to grow
over time. We will exploit this fact later when evaluating
future DNSSEC deployment scenarios.

3) Query name popularity among clients varies over time;
this can be explained in two ways. First, user behaviour
varies during the day (with different interests at different
times of day). Second, the distribution of client types
varies during the day; automated systems tend to be active
all day long, whereas human users tend to show diurnal
behaviour (more activity during the day, less during the
night). This can be seen in Figure 5b as a larger variability
in Rs versus R than for the other measured relations.

Given that the plots suggest linear relationships between
the variables, we define our model to be a set of parametrised
linear functions f1. . . f4 specified below:

f1 : R = r̄Q + �1 f3 : S = s̄Rs + �3

f2 : Rs = ↵sR + �2 f4 : Sv = ↵vS + �4

with:
r̄ - the average number of responses per query.
↵s - the fraction of responses with signatures.
s̄ - the average number of signatures per response.
↵v - the fraction of signatures that is validated.

These functions can then be combined to give the whole
function f that describes the model:

f : Sv = aQ+ b

a = ↵v s̄↵sr̄

b = ↵v(s̄(↵s�1 + �2) + �3) + �4

Finally, to use the model, the four parameters r̄, ↵s, s̄

and ↵v need to be estimated. We do this by performing
linear regression on the measurement data obtained for each
of the four parameters. Two approaches for linear regression
were considered. The first approach, Simple Linear Regression
(SLR), fits a straight line through a set of points, such that the
sum of the squared residuals (the distance between a point
and the fitted line) is minimized. Although SLR will have the
smallest overall error, it is susceptible to outliers. As Figure 5
shows, all four measured variables have some outliers. For this
reason, we also considered a second approach, the Theil-Sen
Estimator [12], [13], which is robust in the presence of outliers.
Comparison of the fit for both approaches shows negligible
differences between both approaches. Therefore, we chose to
use the simplest approach, SLR, for the final model.

C. Model Validation

Before the model is used to analyse the impact of ECC
signature validation on DNS resolvers, the predictive qualities
of the model need to be validated first. In order to do this, we
evaluate four criteria:

I. The model works for different DNS resolver implementa-
tions.

II. The model has stable properties over time; in particular,
the values of r̄, s̄ and ↵v remain relatively stable over
longer periods of time and only ↵s varies significantly as
time progresses (as explained in the previous subsection).

III. The model works for different client populations (i.e. for
different operational DNS resolvers).

IV. The model is a good predictor of observed data.
Only if all four criteria are met can the model be used

to make meaningful predictions about the number of signa-
ture validations required in future scenarios (where DNSSEC
deployment grows). Each criterion is evaluated separately in
the paragraphs below. Live data from four production DNS
resolvers was used for the evaluation. Table I characterises
each resolver in terms of estimated client population size and
average, peak and minimum workload. Resolvers r1. . . r3 (also
used for the initial model development discussed in the pre-
vious subsection) are operated by SURFnet3. These resolvers
are open for use by around 200 organisations (universities,



Validation
We validated our model according to the following criteria: 

I. The model works for different DNS resolver 
implementations  
 
We tested the model for two popular open source DNS 
resolver implementations (Unbound and BIND). 

II. The model has stable properties over time; only αs 
may vary significantly as time progresses (<— we vary 
this parameter in our predictions) 
 
We measured at different times over five months and 
compared the model parameters.



Validation
[…] cont’d 

III. The model works for different client populations 
(i.e. for different operational DNS resolvers). 
 
We tested using traffic from four sources (busy 
resolvers at SURFnet, and our university resolvers), 
and performed worst-case estimations (see paper). 

IV. The model is a good predictor of observed data.  
 
We used statistical goodness-of-fit tests to 
compare predictions to empirically observed data.



ECC benchmarks
• Benchmarked 5 implementations on modern CPU: 

• 3x OpenSSL for RSA and ECDSA 
• 0.9.8 branch as “legacy” 
• 1.0.1 branch as “LTS” 
• 1.0.2 branch as “new and optimised” 

• Ed25519 Donna implementation (optimised) 
• Ed448 Goldilocks implementation (optimised) 

• Method: perform 100 iterations of 10 seconds of 
continuous signature validation, count number of 
validations in that period.



Benchmarking results
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RSA Signature algorithm and curve
1024-bit 2048-bit ECDSA P-256 ECDSA P-384 Ed25519 Ed448

Implementation mean � mean � mean � mean � mean � mean �

OpenSSL 0.9.8zh 74221.3 508.2 22632.1 248.4 2694.8 29.0 1285.2 13.7 - - - -
OpenSSL 1.0.1f 95909.5 721.1 28948.7 235.9 3684.8 26.7 1236.2 12.6 - - - -
OpenSSL 1.0.2e 112516.0 903.5 35078.8 507.4 9786.6 75.7 1288.9 16.3 - - - -
ed25519-donna - - - - - - - - 14162.4 212.2 - -
ed448-goldilocks - - - - - - - - - - 4816.9 48.3

TABLE III
ECC BENCHMARKS (SIGNATURE VALIDATIONS PER SECOND, SINGLE CORE)

that currently deploy DNSSEC would switch to an ECC-
based signature algorithm overnight.

II. Popular-domains-first growth to 100% DNSSEC deploy-
ment – this scenario evaluates the performance impact
of a growing DNSSEC-deployment in which the most
popular domains (in terms of outgoing queries from the
resolver) are the first to deploy DNSSEC. Effectively, this
is the worst-case scenario as it requires the most signature
validations at the shortest possible notice.

When the scenarios are evaluated, the model will be used to
measure (for scenario I) or predict (for scenario II) the number
of signature validations required in that particular scenario.
This number is then compared against a benchmark figure
indicating the number of signature validations that can be
performed on a single modern CPU core for specific elliptic
curve digital signature schemes. Just as in our earlier study on
the use of ECC in DNSSEC [3], we examine multiple signature
schemes. We include the two signature schemes currently
standardised for use in DNSSEC, ECDSA P-256 and ECDSA
P-384 [14], [15]. Next, we include the Ed25519 signature
scheme based on twisted Edwards curves as introduced by
Bernstein et al. [16], [17], which is currently being considered
for standardisation in the IETF [18]. Finally, new in this paper,
we include a more recently introduced twisted Edwards curve-
based scheme that is cryptographically stronger, Ed448 [19],
which is also being considered for standardisation [20].

B. ECC Benchmarks

In earlier work [3] we relied on benchmarks from the
eBACS project7 to compare RSA and elliptic curve imple-
mentations. For this paper, we have performed new bench-
mark tests for ECC implementations. Firstly, we explicitly
wanted to incorporate recent performance improvements in
ECC implementations for both ECDSA as well as EdDSA
variants. Secondly, we wanted to standardise benchmarks to
a single common CPU architecture, that is representative of
modern server systems on which validating DNS resolvers will
typically be deployed.

The benchmarks were performed for five ECC implementa-
tions, three versions of OpenSSL and two independent high-
performance implementations of Ed25519 and Ed448 respec-
tively. The OpenSSL versions were selected based on the fol-
lowing criteria: the first implementation (0.9.8zh) we consider
a ‘legacy’ implementation, the second implementation (1.0.1f)
is the mainstream implementation that, for instance, ships with

7http://bench.cr.yp.to/index.html

Compared to?
RSA ECDSA

ECC algorithm OpenSSL version 1024 2048 P-256 P-384

ECDSA P-256
0.9.8zh 27.5 8.4 - -
1.0.1f 26.0 7.9 - -
1.0.2e 11.5 3.6 - -

ECDSA P-384
0.9.8zh 57.7 17.6 - -
1.0.1f 77.6 23.4 - -
1.0.2e 87.3 27.2 - -

Ed25519 (1.0.2e)† 7.9 2.5 0.7 0.1
Ed448 (1.0.2e)† 23.4 7.3 2.0 0.3

?the number means that the ECC algorithm is x times slower
†independent implementations compared to this OpenSSL version

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF RSA AND ECC SIGNATURE VALIDATION SPEED

current Ubuntu and Debian Linux distributions and the third
implementation (1.0.2e) is the newest stable release branch that
incorporates significant performance improvements specific to
ECDSA P-256. Benchmark data was collected by performing
100 independent speed tests for each of the five implemen-
tations. A single speed test consists of a 10 second run with
continuous calls to signature validation functions, from which
the average number of validations per second is calculated.
The benchmark tests were run on an Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3
operating at 2.3GHz.

Table III shows the average results over 100 tests together
with the standard deviation. As the table shows, the perfor-
mance of both ECDSA P-256 as well as 1024- and 2048-
bit RSA improved significantly between OpenSSL versions,
but interestingly, there was no performance improvement for
ECDSA P-384. Table IV provides a speed comparison between
different implementations. Note that from a cryptographic
point of view, comparing 1024-bit RSA to ECDSA P-256 is
comparing apples to oranges, since the cryptographic strength
of ECDSA P-256 is roughly equivalent to 3072-bit RSA [21].
The reason we make this comparison is because RSA 1024-
bit is the most common signature type in DNSSEC at present,
while ECDSA P-256 is the most attractive candidate to replace
the current RSA-based schemes [3].

C. Scenario Evaluation
Before we evaluate the two scenarios, we want to make

explicit what assumptions we made during the evaluation. We
assume that:
A1. signature validations will dominate CPU use at high

signature validation rates (effectively, we assume that the
CPU use of other resolver functionality is insignificant
compared to the CPU use for signature validations);

Order of magnitude slower

Better, but still significantly slower



Key benchmarks
• Key benchmarks used later on:

Implementation Curve Performance Why this benchmark?

OpenSSL 1.0.1 ECDSA P-384 1,236 vals/s Worst-case strongest 
broadly supported cipher

OpenSSL 1.0.1 ECDSA P-256 3,685 vals/s LTS for most  
likely used cipher

OpenSSL 1.0.2 ECDSA P-256 9,787 vals/s Illustrates what  
optimisation can do

Donna Ed25519 14,162 vals/s High-performance new 
cipher (RFC 8080)

Goldilocks Ed448 4,817 vals/s High-performance new 
strong cipher (RFC 8080)

Benchmarked on Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 at 2.3GHz



Estimating future performance
• Scenario 1: 

Current DNSSEC deployment switches to ECC 
overnight  
 
evaluation: requires ±150 validations per second for 
a busy* resolver, not a problem

• But what if everybody deployed DNSSEC with ECC? 

• Scenario 2: 
Popular-domains-first growth to 100% DNSSEC 
deployment, everyone uses ECC

*the busiest resolver in our study processed ~20k qps from clients



What is popular?
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Results for Unbound
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Additional benchmarks
• Original benchmarks on Intel x86 64-bit CPUs, 

what about other architectures? 

• Student project: benchmark ARM and MIPS 
implementations (common in, e.g., home routers) 

• Key takeaways: 
• Performance is low, but optimisations are 

gradually being implemented, sufficient for 
“home” scenarios 

• ECDSA sometimes faster than EdDSA due to 
availability of optimised implementations



n=1 home router experiment
• One of my students measured on his home router 

• Note: student got informed consent from his 
roommates!

Table 5.1: Signature verifications per second, on a single core ARMv8 @ 1.2GHz benchmarks

Implementation
RSA Elliptic Curve Cryptography

RSA 1024-bit RSA 2048-bit RSA 4096-bit ECDSA P-256 ECDSA P-384 Ed25519
mean � mean � mean � mean � mean � mean �

OpenSSL 1.0.1f 4792.3 15.9 1317.4 3.1 343.2 0.6 243.2 2.0 98.2 0.7 - -
OpenSSL 1.0.2k 7185.7 21.1 2060.2 2.3 554.7 1.4 312.5 3.4 101.2 0.8 - -
OpenSSL 1.1.0e 10761.5 33.2 3525.5 10.1 1006.7 2.9 786.4 2.1 93.7 0.7 - -
ed25519-donna - - - - - - - - - - 716.5 6.4

Table 5.2: Signature verifications per second, on a single core Intel i7 4500U @ 1.8GHz benchmarks

Implementation
RSA Elliptic Curve Cryptography

RSA 1024-bit RSA 2048-bit RSA 4096-bit ECDSA P-256 ECDSA P-384 Ed25519
mean � mean � mean � mean � mean � mean �

OpenSSL 1.0.1f 87585.9 382.6 26349.4 64.3 7097.3 25.0 2413.2 25.3 1157.6 17.1 - -
OpenSSL 1.0.2k 103624.0 593.2 32049.6 193.9 8764.8 36.7 8900.9 35.5 1162.6 13.3 - -
OpenSSL 1.1.0e 100446.0 443.9 31845.9 122.6 8746.6 42.2 8606.3 53.9 1100.8 11.4 - -
ed25519-donna - - - - - - - - - - 14960.1 125.1

Table 5.3: Multipliers of signature verifications, per sec-
ond, di↵erences between the architectures.

Algorithm
OpenSSL version

1.0.1f 1.0.2k 1.1.0e X
RSA-1024 18.3 14.4 9.3 -
RSA-2048 20.0 15.6 9.0 -
RSA-4096 20.7 15.8 8.7 -
ECDSA P-256 9.9 28.5 10.9 -
ECDSA P-384 11.8 11.5 11.7 -
Ed25519 - - - 20.9

The results of the ECC validation benchmarking on both
hardware architectures are shown in table 5.1 and 5.2. In
table 5.1, the benchmark results of the constrained hard-
ware architecture are shown. In table 5.2, the benchmark
results of the server-class hardware architecture are pre-
sented.

In table 5.3, the comparison between the di↵erences among
the constrained and server-class hardware architectures is
illustrated. Each value represents the multiplier of how
many more signature verifications per second the server-
class hardware architecture achieved, on average, for every
algorithm and implementation. The reason for comparison
of architecture speeds is because optimization conclusions
from this table can be drawn. This will be discussed in the
subsection 6.1, where we go more in-depth on the results.

Examining the results, the first thing that stands out is
the huge di↵erence between the amounts of signature val-
idations between the di↵erent hardware architectures. As
expected, the constrained hardware architecture is much
slower, despite the quite limited di↵erence in clock speeds.
Another noticeable fact is the occurrence of large di↵er-
ences between one implementation and another, on the
same hardware architecture, with the same algorithm. The
di↵erence between ECDSA P-256 in

OpenSSL 1.0.1f and in OpenSSL 1.1.0e, for example. The
determined means are respectively 243.2 and 786.4 ver-
ifications. The latter value would be su�cient, even in
a worst-case scenario, while the first would certainly not.
Promising results are the mean of ECDSA P-256 and Ed25519
for the constrained hardware architecture. The results are
respectively 786.4 for ECDSA P-256 with OpenSSL 1.10e
and 716.5 for Ed25519. We go more in depth on these two
ECC algorithms in section 6.

Currently, it is clear that ECDSA P-384 performs insuf-
ficient on the constrained hardware architecture, based
on the worst-case scenario as presented in subsection 5.2;
however, this implementation is not yet optimised for both
x86 and ARM architectures.
Looking at the enormous performance improvements shown
in previous optimizations, this could change in the future
in combination with possible faster home routers.

Figure 4.1: Graph of DNS queries per second over 24 hours
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Takeaway #1:
With 10 concurrent users, query load 

peaked at ±60 qps; slowest CPU (MIPS) 
validates ±35 sigs/s (ECDSA-P256)

Takeaway #2:
Student parties are not what they

used to be :-)=)

1 AM ;-)



Insight into adoption

• Until 2015 there was virtually no adoption of 
ECDSA signing schemes standardised in RFC 
6605 

• Late 2015, CloudFlare was the first DNS operator 
to adopt ECDSA signing at scale 

• How has adoption developed since then?



Adoption of ECC

.com

.net

.org

Majority still use
insecure SHA1 hashing 

RSASHA1

Amendment  (2017-11-16): 

Technically, RSASHA1 is not 
insecure in DNSSEC as using a 
hash collision to create the same 
signature for two different objects 
requires control of the key. If that is 
the case, you have other problems. 



Adoption of ECC

.com

.net

.org

CloudFlare announces
“universal DNSSEC”
using ECDSA P-256



Adoption of ECC

.com

.net

.org

ECDSA adoption now
driven by other operators

(than CloudFlare)



Adoption of ECC

.com

.net

.org

ECDSA now second
algorithm after RSASHA1
(replacing RSASHA256)



Adoption of ECC

Takeaway:
Early large-scale adopters

take longer to get a significant
share of ECC-signed domains

.nl

.se



Adoption of ECC

Alexa top 1M (1.7% DNSSEC signed)

22% use ECDSA
61% of those use CloudFlare



Conclusions
• ECC algorithms are sufficiently performant for 

widespread adoption in DNSSEC

• Recommendation: operators should switch to 
using ECDSA for signing, and consider EdDSA for 
the longer term 
• Recap of benefits: (much) smaller DNS packets 

—> no fragmentation, much less amplification
• Resolver operators: prefer newer, optimised 

crypto libraries for increased performance

• Adoption is slowly taking off
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